
NURTUREart presents Jon Henry’s Stranger Fruit, as our first exhibition of our season. 

Stranger Fruit is an ongoing project responding to the continual deaths of unarmed black men at the hands 
of police officers and their all-far-too-familiar non-indictment. Forming connections by word of mouth, Henry 
meets with black women across communities in several US cities and asks them to pose with their sons as 
Pietas—the classic Christian icon of Mary (mater dolorosa, or the grieving mother) cradling the dead Christ. 
The most famous example we can all remember from Art History I: Michelangelo’s white, expertly wrought, and 
spiritually dead hunk. 

The women in Henry’s poignant photographs have not lost their sons, but they know it is always a possibility. In 
conversations with the artist they reflect on the precarity of their sons’ lives, their own powerlessness to protect 
their sons from the state’s police apparatus, the strength of their faith, and “a divine and powerful love” in the 
face of heartless violence and vulnerability. Excerpts of these conversations will be displays alongside Henry’s 
photographs as well as in a binder at the gallery’s front desk. 

Jon Henry is an artist, born and raised in Queens NY. He studied at CUNY Queens College and New York Film 
Academy. He is a visual artist working primarily with photography. His practice focuses on 2 main areas; first, 
the black family, his own and the community at large. In specifically, looking at the mother/son relationship in 
the wake of the murders of African American men due to police violence. His work also focuses on athletes and 
their representation in a fine art context.

Stranger Fruit was recently selected by Smack Mellon for Hot Picks 2017 and the project was also on the short 
list for the Lucie Foundation grant.
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